Identification of Effective Dimeric Gramicidin-D Peptide as Antimicrobial Therapeutics over Drug Resistance: In-Silico Approach.
Discovering and developing the antimicrobial peptides are recently focused on pharmaceutical firm, since they serve as complementary to antibiotics in prevailing over drug resistance by eliciting the disruption of microbial membrane. Still, there are lots of challenges to bring up the structurally stable and functionally efficient antimicrobial peptides. It is well known that gramicidin D is the prominent antimicrobial peptide that exists as g-AB, g-BC, and g-AC. This study analyzes the structural stability and the functional activity of hetero-dimeric double-stranded gramicidin-D peptides, thereby demonstrating its potent antimicrobial activity against antibiotic-resistant micro-organisms. To investigate the structural stability and functionality of gramicidin D, we performed static and dynamic analysis. Initially, we observed a maximum number of intermolecular interactions and membrane penetration in g-AB as compared to g-BC and g-AC. To substantiate further, the geometrical and thermodynamic parameters revealed the retention of maximum stability in g-AB than g-AC and g-BC. Thus, the conformational free energy and the binding free energy showed the variation among gramicidin-D peptides for the prediction of increased stability and functionality. In conclusion, g-AB peptide has definitely demonstrated adequate structural stability and functionality and this work will need to be considered in peptide-based drug discovery.